Press Release

DELIVER: where the future of logistics comes to life

On 10 November 2021, at TAETS in Amsterdam, we wrapped up the
6th edition of DELIVER, the premier community for e-commerce and
logistics. The event was once again the networking place to be for
all European industry decision makers in e-commerce and logistics,
but also the chance for our community to discover the latest in
logistics innovations from industry leaders. From cutting-edge
technologies to environmental problem-solvers, here is a look at the
eight bright ideas presented at DELIVER 2021.

ASTI Mobile Robotics presented its latest innovations for e-commerce and retail at this year's Deliver
2021. Attendees learnt about their solutions for order fulfilment, picking and discovery with a live
demonstration of their EBOT 350 AGV, which ensures reliable and efficient automation of Goods to
Person applications. The EBOT provides maximum agility, flexibility and safety, along with fast and
efficient delivery of racks, carriers, boxes or hanging garments in confined spaces.

You may already have heard of AutoStore, and at DELIVER 2021 you couldn’t miss their R5 Robot,
The Worker. Found around the globe in large and small teams, the R5 Robots tirelessly dig, retrieve,
and deliver to support customer-winning order fulfilment. Each robot is independently controlled,
supporting a system with no single point of failure and an uptime of 99.6%. Any robot can collect any
bin and deliver it to any workstation, and such efficiency means retailers have access to 100% of their
stock when needed. Robots are assigned tasks based on their location, always completing the closest
task and taking the shortest route. Utilizing regenerative technology, energy is returned to the battery,
making AutoStore one of the only systems able to run on solar power alone. In addition to showing
us all this bright technology, AutoStore also won the DELIVER 2021 Cool Vendor Award.

Presented to our community for the first time was CMC Genesys, the only auto-packer that can be
directly connected to warehouse storage through the CMC Patented Vary-Tote system. Orders are
automatically picked and consolidated in the CMC VaryTote, which is directly conveyed to the
Genesys auto packing system. CMC VaryTote features adjustable inner guides used to correctly size
the items. This adjustment determines the dimensions of each box, unique to each order. This
innovative concept allows retailers to feed and pack multi-line orders without requiring them to be
strapped or wrapped together. This new, fully-automatic technology eliminates loading and human
operations, and improves customer experience, delivering orders in perfectly-sized, sustainable boxes.
CMC is our DELIVER 2021 Game Changer Award winner.

After announcing the opening of their European headquarters in Amsterdam, Locus Robotics held
an industry event during DELIVER to present their latest innovations, including LocusBot. LocusBots
automatically learn the most efficient travel routes through a warehouse, to dramatically improve
worker efficiency and productivity 2x to 3x over traditional cart picking. The zone-based system allows
for hands-free picking, while virtually eliminating errors. It automatically detects a wide range of
workers’ languages to speed workflow and minimize errors, changing instantly as it interacts with
each worker. The on-board, integrated scanner confirms the correct item and ensures near 100%
accuracy for both pick and put operations.

Since its introduction to the market over 30 years ago, the Modula vertical lift system has been one
of the most the most reliable and advanced storage systems available today. The Modula vertical lift
system is the ideal solution to storing any industrial products, components or spare parts in all possible
industrial environments, industries and departments. Many companies have chosen a Modula storage
system to reorganize and improve workflow due to its flexibility, the wide range of models, and the
overall design and ease of use. A Modula vertical storage system can be used with software, as a
stand-alone system that manages all possible warehouse operations, or in a combination of both.

Geek+ attended DELIVER 2021 with their Robot Arm Hybrid, the integration of an AMR (autonomous
mobile robot) and a robot arm using the Geek+ moving management system. It offers high efficiency,
flexibility and agility, and enhances pick and place automation operations by replacing traditional
AGV and conveyor lines to finish the last step for lading and production.
They also gave a live demo of Geek+ Lift, which includes AMR models equipped with lifting
capabilities. The standard lifting module includes SLAM navigation that enables AMRs to follow
virtual lines in complex environments.

The Skypod is a robotic order-picking system that can also be used as a buffer solution for prepared
orders. Upstream and downstream of the Skypod robot, Exotec is able to customize according to the
level of automation, logistics characteristics and distribution channels of their customers. Exotec can
support the growth of any activity without interrupting production by simply adding robots, stations
or racks. The solution is simple and quick to set up.

Swoopin is an impact technology company and global provider of sustainable transportation and
urban logistics. They have built disruptive logistics services to empower businesses to challenge
preconceived notions about efficiency and sustainability. In Amsterdam, they came with their latest
sustainable pink vehicle, and our 1.000+ delegates assigned them the DELIVER 2021 Sustainability
Award.

DELIVER: an unmissable opportunity for talented service providers to show their
innovations. Book your seat and meet your community in Amsterdam on 8+9 June 2022 by
emailing sales@deliver.events.
For more information about DELIVER, please visit our website: www.deliver.events
About DELIVER
Founded in 2015, DELIVER is Europe’s premier community for e-commerce and logistics.
With our unique hosted buyer platform and audience of C-suite executives, we deliver
matchmaking opportunities to the highest quality players in logistics and retail.

We offer two unmissable ways to meet and make deals: DELIVER, our flagship in-person
event (8+9 June 2022, Amsterdam), and CONNECT, our innovative digital networking event
providing year-round insight. We deliver connections.
For media questions and inquiries, please email DELIVER Marketing Director Anna Jackson
at anna.jackson@deliver.events

